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COMMENTARY

Reviewing
Our Product

is not only the end of the year, its the end of a decade.
What better time to do some evaluating of EmployeeAs-

sistance magazine and EAPs?
EA has just returned from the Employee Assistance

Professionals Association's (EAPA) annual conference. I
was told more than 2,300 people attended. It is here each
year where we meet our Editorial Advisory Board and
review the editorial content for the coming year. Seventeen
of us met. We reviewed. We added. We suggested. We had
so many great ideas we also ran out of time.

If this year's meeting was any indication of the future,
our readers will have the most timely and informative
editorial offerings available by the top names in the EA
and other professional fields.

This month's EA is a good example of editorial that our
readers and board have indicated is topical. The theme is
EAP evaluation. Dale Masi offers her insight into this
topic.

Joel Robertson points out the necessity of considering a
person's personality and behavior patterns before
prescribing treatment.

Betty Reddy offers us a three-part program for an EAP
to consider when trying to improve the work climate for
chemically dependent women.
As 1989 draws to a close it has been a year of growth and

learning for EA. Your comments and suggestions have
helped mold the magazine into what it is today; and what
we want it to be for you in the 1990s.
Our best wishes to you and your families during the

holiday season.

l/~~/~ ~~

J.Chip Drotos
Associate Publisher
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Traditionally, EAPs have been the last stop for unwanted duties

his column is written a few days
after having returned from the
annual ALMACA conference in

Baltimore. I am going to see how long
it will be before I begin using the "E
word." Some in the field think I am
hopelessly out of date anyway, so I'll
keep saying "ALMACA," maybe even
transforming the identity to our old
pal, Al Maca, a mythical state occupa-
tional consultant who started seven
corporate programs in one day.
The meetings were impressive in

many respects. The attendance was
record-shattering, the facilities were
good, and the program content was
very comprehensive. In many respects
the program directed us "to our knit-
ting," with issues of program manage-
ment, EAP standards, and cost con-
tainment very prominent.
Now let me don my coonskin cap and

talk again about maintaining our
achievements and gains as an emerg-
ing profession with substantial respect
and recognition.

TWO ISSUES. Current observations
reveal two related issues that deserve
attention. First is the repeated evi-
dence that many, if not most EAPs, are
overextended in their workloads and
commitments to providing services.
This might be a "myth," perpetrated to
increase EAP staff and salaries, but I
honestly do not believe this is the case
in most instances.
The second observation is the grow-

ing pressure of "workplace social prob-
lems" that are moving toward becom-
ing some form of EAP responsibilities.
In this category, EAPs are dealing with
employees and their dependents
affected directly or indirectly by AIDS,
and workplace crises centered on the
increasing collisions between work and
the family, manifest in employees'
childcare needs and to a lesser extent,
needs for eldercare. These workplace
social problems are seen as exciting
challenges by many EA workers. Back-
grounds in social work in particular
have given some EA workers knowl-
edge and expertise in these areas.

By Paul M. Roman, Ph.D.

Further, these problems involve much
human discomfort and despair.

Dealing with issues that are periph-
eral to EAP work may be a many-sided
menace to the future of EA work. It is
especially a menace when the majority
of EA staff are overextended and over-
worked in dealing with their core
responsibilities. I recognize how
unwelcome and inappropriate many
EA workers may view such a etate-
ment. It may seem inhumane, unpro-
fessional and simply wrong.

Without a basic knowledge or

acceptance of EAP core

technology, upper level

managers may assign functions

to the EAP which have little or

nothing to do with accepted

definition of basic EAP work.

Let me bolster this observation with
a few others. First, it may be appropri-
ate to go back a few decades and view
the status of the personnel manage-
ment function in a typical organiza-
tion. Back in the 1960s it was not
unusual for researchers to refer to the
"garbage can" feature of the personnel
function.

Simply put, this described the man-
ner in which personnel officers were
assigned the "leftover" unpopular jobs
that no one else in the organization
wanted to do. Examples were admini-
stration of the United Way campaign
or arranging for coaches for the com-
pany-sponsored Little League teams.
These tasks had two characteristics:

there was pressure for them to be done,
and they were of such little "political"
value that no one else in the organiza-
tion saw value or "payoff' in taking

them over. At the same time, the
"mainline" activities assigned to the
personnel function were fairly low on
the organizational priority list, so it
was assumed that personnel people
could easily take time away from their
somewhat unimportant tasks to per-
form afew "ancillary" duties.

Fortunately for those in what was
personnel management and what is
now human resources management,
this scene has changed considerably.
The 1980s in particular have been
marked by an increase in the status of
the human resources management
function, and a growing belief in its
absolutely critical importance for
organizational maintenance and sur-
vival. This has come about through the
development of a range of "core tech-
nologies" in hiring, compensation, ben-
efits management, and employee/labor
relations.
The implementation of all of these

activities are now viewed as being of
substantial organizational impor-
tance. This came about, in' part,
because specialists inhuman resources
management maintained a central
focus on their own professionalization,
which has been successful in bringing
about their elevation in status in the
organization.

This is also not to say that human
resource functionaries have been
totally freed from the "ancillary activ-
ities" mentioned above, but such
assignments are not likely to be made
in recognition that the human resource
function has basic work that has to be
done, and from which distraction can
be costly.

NOT WELL INFORMED. EAPs cur-
rently live in an organizational world
where upper level decision makers are
still not well informed about EAP core
technology, and the payoffs that its
implementation can provide for the
workplace. Educating these key "con-
sumers" of EAP services is a major
challenge that the field is only begin-
ning to face in a serious way.
The upshot is that in many organi-

8 EMPLOYEEASSISTANCE



zations, the identity of the EAP is still
being shaped. Without a basic knowl-
edge or acceptance of EAP core tech-
nology, upper level managers may
assign functions to the EAP which
have little or nothing to do with
accepted definition of basic EAP work.

EAPs are especially vulnerable to
being assigned major responsibilities
for dealing with the various
"workplace social problems" that are
described above. While it may be
difficult for some to accept, these
problems are passed on to the EAP
because they are not seen as politi-
cally valuable by some other organiz-
ational unit. Further, these problems,
particularly AIDS and work-family
issues, are incredibly complex and
difficult to resolve in any meaningful
way. They are chronic, intractable
problems for which the only available
approaches demand heavy commit-
ments and investments that most
employers are not prepared to make.

At best, EAP staff can probably
bring to these problems the most
appropriate and "on-target' knowl-

edge of anyone in the workplace. But
it appears in most instances that this
is being done or will be done at the
cost of performing the central func-
tions for which EF1Ps can establish
their value to organizations.

The absolute key point is that in
practically no instances am I aware of
EAP staff or resources being
expanded when these new responsi-
bilities are assigned. Even though
such efforts may bring about aid to
suffering human beings for their
loved ones, for the EAPs' futures this
can be close to a worst-case scenario.

The real worst-case scenario is
when these assignments are made to
the EAP as a cynical management
move to quiet one or another constitu-
ency with some surface evidence that
the EAP is now in charge of this issue
and "something" is being done.

Expansion of EAP activity is far
more complex than these few words
can communicate. There can be a
distinctive "up side" when expanded
assignments represent the genuine
integration of the EAP into organiza-

tional functioning. However, this can
be observed in very few settings.

Unfortunately, this scenario is all
too rare as we move into the 1990s
without an agreed-upon set of pro-
gram standards, and with organiza-
tional decision-makers poorly
informed about what EAPs can
accomplish for both employers and
employees.

These remarks may be seen as
cynical by some who read them. But
they illustrate facts of life that must
be recognized by the EA field. EAPs
are not solely humanitarian efforts.
Hopefully they produce humanitarian
outcomes in many instances, but EAP
roles are loaded with potential con-
flicts.
The expansion of EAP efforts

toward other important and pressing
issues of human welfare provides an
excellent demonstration of the con-
flicts between commitments to help-
ing others, working for organizations,
and building a viable profession. ■

Dr. Paul Roman is Center Director at the Institute for
Behavioral Research at the University of Georgia.

We don't have a standard package of alcohol and drug treatment ser-
vicesforthe companies we serve, because there's no such thing as a
"standard" company. Or a "standard" employee. Each one is different,
with special needs and concerns unlike any other.
At Koala, we work with each client company to develop a treatment '~'

program, pricing structure, and continuing care support network just I{QAj,A
for them, based on variables such as size of company, location, and ~ CENTERS
types of occupations. Koala Centers are located in
We don't offer standard solutions. We offer solutions that meet your ~~~5, ~opaa, ~a~a,

standards. For further information please call Jack Freckman, Director Ne York, North Carolina~Ohio,
of National Accounts, at 1-800433-3009. In Tennessee ca11615~665-1144. Pennsylvania and Tennessee.

Rated one of America's best treatment centers as published in Forbes magazine.
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CHANGES

ua ~ y ssurance
Reviewers of EA programs should ask questions in four key areas

he maturation of employee assis-
tance programs has brought
many employee EAP managers to

the point of wanting a quality assur-
ance review of their programs. This
development has been a long time
coming. The desire to know whether
our efforts are meeting the targets is a
healthy sign of the developing profes-
sionalism within the field. The prob-
lems associated with these reviews
start with the words, "quality assur-
ance".

Defining the concept of "quality" for
the employee assistance field can take
us in many directions. Are we talking
about the "quality" of the EAP staff,
the "quality" of their interventions or
the "quality" of their training and
communication efforts? Or are we talk-
ing about all of these items and more?
"Assurance" has the same problems of
definition. Assurance can be a guaran-
tee or it can be a reasonable approxi-
mation of the desired effect. Who
provides the assurance? How much
effort is needed to be assured? What
are the skills and experience appropri-
ate to assuring a quality effort?
From my perspective, there are four

key questions that a reviewer of an
employee assistance program can pur-
sue when looking at the quality of a
program.

1. Is the program in place as ini-
tially designed? The first place to
start a review is at the beginning. A
look at the initial policy, design and
mission of the EAP will be most helpful
in determining whether the program is
in place as it was envisioned. Crucial
points to consider include:
• The choice of swell-trained staff
• Provision of adequate benefit sup-

port
• Clarity of the written policy
• The level of orientation and train-

ing efforts
• Provision for continuing care and

monitoring follow-up treatment.
These and other items need to be

considered when determining the
status of a program.

By Jim Francek

2. Is the program reaching its tar-
gets7 When an EAP begins its efforts,
its administration usually establishes
some level of expected utilization by
the workforce. This projection of pro-
gram use also includes a rate of
referral from many sources. The demo-
graphics of the workforce is a very
helpful factor in determining the
above rates. Any review of an EAP
needs to touch upon the quality and
amount of coverage.

Quality assurance can be a

myth if not properly understood

and implemented.

3. How effective are the interven-
tions of the employee assistance
prog~am7 When a program reaches a
certain level of maturity, its staff
needs to look very closely at the
effectiveness of their interventions.
The focus of this part of a review turns
to a definition of success. This discus-
sion may include (but should not be
limited to):
• Abstinence from alcohol or drugs
• Performance on the job
• Safety experience
• Relationships with co-workers

and family
• Value of EAP consultation to

management, union, medical or HR
staff
• Ability to handle crisis situations
• Quality of the training and com-

munication efforts.
The effectiveness of the EAP also

can be measured by its usefulness to
the organization in resolving complex
problems. A review of the gate-keeping
functions of the EAP may also reveal
significant elements regarding the
effectiveness of the EAP.
A look at the relapse patterns of

persons using the EAP will provide
initial information that can

strengthen the overall impact of the
program. It is important that the EAP
be open to that data and use it to
constantly refine its services. Without
consistent follow-up, an EAP has no
gauge of its effectiveness.

4. What is the economic impact of
the EAP7 When a program has been
in place for about two years, adminis-
trators need to ask the hard question
regarding its economic impact on the
organization. Many times studies of
this nature are severely limited
because of the lack of consistent data.
Where data exists, EAP administra-
tors need to relate it to the programs's
impact. Reviews of employees' absen-
tee records, safety experience, health-
care costs, worker compensation and
grievance procedures—both before
and after implementation of the pro-
gram—often can produce impressive
results. Caution needs to be exercised
in over-projecting the economic
impacts, and every effort should be
made to use good research procedures
in reporting outcomes. The matching
of a control group to the study group
considerably strengthens the results.
However, this may not often be possi-
ble.

CAVEATS.
• When choosing an external

reviewer, make sure they are compe-
tent to do the study.
• While performing your impact

study, be sure you have at least two
years of pre-intervention data and two
years of post-intervention data.
• Make every effort to verify the

consistency and quality of the data.
Quality assurance can be a myth if

not properly understood and imple-
mented. Done well, a quality assur-
ance review will bring reality into
tight focus and make for a stronger
program.
Welcome to the search for quality. ■

Jlm Francek Is president of Jlm Francek and Associates,
lna, Norwalk, Conn.
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EAPs must become

he current ratio of women to men
in the workplace is nearly even.
The average age of women at
work is changing as more women

over the age of 45 enter or return to
jobs. The Bureau of Labor Statistics
projects that by 1995, two-thirds of the
15 million new workers will be women.
With the loss of jobs in smokestack
industries, there is greater competition
between men and women for increas-
ing openings in service and public
sector organizations.
In 1986, The Wall Street Journal

reported that 51 percent of working
mothers had children under three-
years-old, while 70 percent had school
age children. A Census Bureau report
indicates that women are moving inex-
orably into traditional male fields,
such as auditors, lawyers and electri-
cal engineers. By 1986, in comparison
with 1979, woman managers and
administrators increased from 22 per-
cent to 29 percent of all managers in
the work force. A major transformation
is occurring. in our nation in how
women expect to and do lead their
lives.

There are many forces at work in
this major societal shift and the
workplace will have to make changes
to accommodate this minority rapidly
becoming a majority. Some of those
changes are already beginning to take
place. However, this paper is focused
on one specific goal; to present a
three-part program which EAPs can
utilize to improve the climate within
the work organization for women with
chemical dependency.
EAPs can modify their programs to

incorporate these points into their
program aimed at helping work organi-
zations become "women friendly"
towards chemically dependent women.
The three parts of this plan include
sensitized assessments, an educational

By Betty Reddy, SCAC, CEAP

program for all employees on gender
issues and a peer assistance program
for women. Women have strong feel-
ings about their responsibilities for
their children. Personal relationships
are also very important. Their con-
cerns about their children or other
close relationships are often what
cause them to seek help.

Research has shown that women
respond well to healthcare education.
(A number of studies have shown that
women refer themselves for medical
help at a higher rate than men. They
are much more likely to refer them-
selves for emotional help than men
with comparable problems.
In a study by Jim Mastrich in 1985,

women alcoholics were more likely to
be self-referred than were men.)

GENDER BIAS. When it comes to
supervisory referrals to EAPs, gender

bias on the supervisor's part often can
dictate whether a woman employee is
referred or not. Supervisors are more
likely to tolerate and explain away
inconsistent performance and emo-
tional unsteadiness in a woman rather
than make a referral to the EAP. In a
recent study by Young, Reichman and
Levy, the attitudes of supervisors who
accepted womens' rights and roles
tended to be marginally positive in the
identification of women drinkers.
Amore stereotypical view of women.

and heavy drinking was a marginally
negative contributor. No similar rela-
tionship of attitudes to referrals was
found in reference to males.

Frequently the presenting symp-
toms of emotional problems and accom-
panying discomfort can mask the
underlying chemical dependency
issues. Pilat and Majors completed a

continued on page 12
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continued from page 11

study on AT&T's EAP recently. They
found that compared to men, referrals
of women to chemical dependency
treatment programs were low. Women
tended to be referred for emotional
and mental problems.
The first phase of the program

pertains to EAP's and their skills in
effectively evaluating alcoholism drug
addiction in women and motivating
them into appropriate treatment.
EAPs can take a serious look at their
own track record in assessing and

referring women for chemical depend-
ency. Male EAPs in particular, (but
both male and female), can expand
their own education on alcohol and
drug addiction in women. In 1986 and
1987 the committee on Women's
Issues presented workshops and exer-
cisea on "Gender Issues" during the
committee meetings at ALMACA's
National Conferences. These kinds of
events constitute effective ways of
identifying attitudes that need chang-
ing.
Women with alcohol and drug

Kids aren't the only ones who get
called to the principal's office.

Their parents go, also, whenever a
kid's deeply rooted emotional conflicts
come out in destn►ctive ways: drug &
alcohol abuse, angry behavior, chronic
depression, or not performing in school.

For some kids, the answer is short-
term treatment. But for others, such
programs just prove again that nothing
seems to work.

Because they don't respond to their
world in conventional ways, some teens
require alternate strategies. Ones that
are individually worked out and enacted
with patience and determination by
highly skilled professionals.

12

At Charter Academy of Mobile, we
offer a highly successful, five-fold pro-
gramwhich addresses these specialized
requirements.

We've also put together a free video
outlining our residential program. We
thinkyou'll find it helpful for employees
who are living with a chronically de-
pressed or chemically dependent teen.

Call 1-800-933-1123 today for
your free video.

CHt~RTER ACADEMY
~ OF MOBILE
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addiction seem to be more isolated and
hidden than men in their use of
chemicals. They tend to limit their
serious use of alcohoUdrugs to times
when they are alone. Sixty percent of
adult women age 18 and over drink; 55
percent moderately and. 5 percent
heavily. Seventy percent of psy-
choactive drugs are prescribed to
women. According to the National
Council on Alcoholism, women are a
significant proportion of the alcohol
and drug addicted population, but are
not proportionally represented in
treatment.
Women experience shame and guilt

in some different ways than do men
about their drinking and drug use.
Generally they are expected to live up
to a higher moral code than men. They
are the target for many of the glamor-
ous ads for the beverage industry, but
are still the butt of the stigmas associ-
ated with women and the abuse of
alcohol and drugs. One stigma labels
women alcoholics as promiscuous.
Another sees them as bad mothers.

There can be more serious physicaU
mental consequences of chemical
addiction for women than for men.
Physical deterioration occurs more
rapidly so women often have more
medical complications. Women of
child-bearing age who become preg-
nant put their babies at risk of severe
health problems by their. use of alco-
hol, cocaine and other drugs.

STRONGER FEARS. Women may
have a stronger fear than men do
about loss of respect, loss of their jobs,
and loss of their children if they admit
to alcohol and drug problems. This is
particularly true if they are single
parents -and many are.
Women will respond well to being

treated with respect, sensitivity and
understanding regarding the shame
they feel around drinking and drug
problems. An open and unbiased atti-
tude during an assessment interview
will help to reduce their defensiveness.

It is important to be able to address
and defuse the blocks which prevent
women from being assessed as alco-
holic. They need help with their feel-
ings of guilt and shame.

History taking with women should
be very carefully detailed. A thorough
alcohol and drug history should always
be a part of every assessment inter-
view regardless of what problems are
presented by the woman. Whenever
the presenting problem concerns phys-
ical or sexual abuse from family mem-
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bers, questions about drinking and/or
drug use by the woman and by the
identified abusing person should
always be asked.

Depression or other emotional prob-
lems which may be the presenting
problem, may be masking chemical
dependence or concurrent with it, so
careful screening for alcoholism drug
addiction should be done. In every
interview with a woman employee, the
EAP should also include facts about
addictive prescription drugs, the
genetic factors which can predict a
predisposition to the illness, and infor-
mation about the medical conse-
quences of alcoholism and drug addic-
tion.

It may take more than one interview
to get at the chemical dependency. If
the EAP has some concerns that alco-
holism/drug addiction may be in the
picture but can't surface it, the tech-
nique of recommending the "Acid Est"
may be helpful. In the "Acid 7~st" the
person chooses a quantity of alcohoU
drugs which will be the upper limit the
person will ingest on any one day for a
period of three months. She may drink

or use less or none at all some days but
on any day that she drinks/uses she
should stay within her stated limit. If
she finds she can't, a further evalua-
tion for chemical dependency and the
appropriate level of care should follow.
Throughout this period the EAP
should monitor ̀carefully not only how
the test is going but how other areas of
her life are affected.

EAPs can modify their programs

to become "women friendly"

towards chemically dependent

women.

GENDER ISSUES EDUCATION.
The second facet of this model is an
educational program on gender issues.
The topics that fit into ̀ Gender Issues'
are very timely for the work place in

We Get Results
a~w~.
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lv For over 30 years, companies
who've pictured a better life for their employees

hive W rued to us. 200 Specialists givinq the best in
diagnosis, treatment and support. Giving our beat to

making people Vetter.

Forest PsychCare Hospital
312 / 635-4100

555 Wilson Lane DesPlaines, Illinois
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general.
EAPs can plan to offer increased

educational sessions, workshops and
material in newsletters for the whole
work force, with the aim of stimulating
attitude changes in both women and
men.
Both men and women, however, need

to learn more about the medical aspects
of these illnesses for each sex; the new
facts emerging about cocaine addiction,
cocaine treatment, and the genetic pre-
dispositions that have been identified for
men and women.
In planning the educational segment

of this overall strategy, supervisory and
managerial personnel should be given
special attention. Workshops on gender
myths and biases could be a means of
assisting them to improve their skills in
supervising women. The supervisors
would also benefit from updated re-
training on the techniques of construc-
tive confrontation and referral to the
EAP with women employees.

It might be helpful to organize a
balanced committee of men and women
in the company to help plan ways to

continued on page 14
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after
detox

There are many steps on the road to recovery from
alcohol and chemical dependency.

Devereux programs — in Florida, Georgia, New Jer-
sey, Pennsylvania and Texas — provide many of them:
a caring environment...long-term psychiatric treat-
ment...educational/vocational rehabilitation pro-
grams... cost-effective management... more than 75
years of experience in serving disabled children,
adolescents and young adults in residential, day and
community treatment programs nationwide.

For information on Devereux's
post-detox programs and nation-
wide network of services, contact:
Ted Enoch, Director
National Admissions
19 South Waterloo Road
Devon, PA 19333
1-800-345-1292,X3045,
(outside PA)
215-964-3045 (within PA)

r►The
Devereux
Foundation
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Gosnold
abridge back on Cape Cod.

SIX FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT GOSNOLD
•Shorter Length of Stay • 14 days of rehabilitation as opposed to the 28 day model

• Structured, Intensive Programming - Patients experience a tightly structured
program of therapy and education. All groups are co-led by certified alcoholism
counselors.

• Closed Groups - Patients who enter the program form a cohesive "therapeutic
family" and experience the 14 day rehabilitation with the same group members.

• Excellent Recovery Rates - Follow up indicates that approximately 70% of those
completing the program remain abstinent and experience positive life changes.

• Low Cost - Gosnold's charges remain significantly lower than charges at similar
programs. Average all inclusive cost is $3,200.

• National Recognition •listed by FORBES magazine as one of the top twelve
alcohol and drug treatment programs in the United States.

"I thought
the better I

For more information: Gosnold
200 Ter Heun Drive
Falmouth, Massachuseds 02540

,.. 1.800-444-1554 JCAH Accredited
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ANOREXIA F~ BULIMIA

the thinner I was,
was,"

That's what she thought. But it
wasn't true. Actually, all that

happened was the thinner she got,
the more she thought about food.

At the Renfrew Center, a
residential center exclusively for
women with anorexia and bulimia,
she learned that there was more to her life than food and

weight. She learned that being "better" was really
about being herself.

,. •~
s~_ ~
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RENFREW
CENTER
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475 Spring Lane
Philadelphia, PA 19128

(215) 482-5353
1-800-334-8415
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continued from page 13

present the program to make gender
issues visible and to reach women with
alcohol and drug problems more effec-
tively. Such a committee can help the
EAP plan projects and events that are
most needed within their particular
work culture. This segment of the pro-
gram could be organized for one year
with a review to evaluate it and plan
further activities. One or two presenta-
tions or news articles should be planned
for each quarter.

PEER ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.
The third phase in this suggested plan
involves organizing and using women to
help women; thus taking advantage of
their interest in helping each other.
EAPs can recruit some women to meet
with them to explore implementing this
resource. Begin with ones who are:
• Recovering from chemical depend-

ency and active in a recovery program for
over one year,
• Compassionate and willing to reach

out to other women,
• Seen as role models,
• Emotionally stable and mature,
• Influential and respected.
• Able to maintain confidentiality;

this aspect of their program is extremely
essential. The EAP will need to stress it
constantly.

Choose the group carefully; evaluate
their motivation, willingness to be fully
trained and their commitment to be
involved. Decide exactly how they can
serve within the EAP and the organiza-
t~on.

Goals of this group can include broad-
ening the scope of the EAP, increasing
productivity and reaching out to women
with chemical dependency. Careful plan-
ning is required in putting a Peer
Assistance Program into an EAP. It
must fit into both the EAP and the
organizational structure. A policy and
procedures for the Peer Assistance Pro-
gram needs to be written. Solid support
from the top will ensure that the pro-
gram can be integrated into the EAP
with a realistic chance of being an asset.
The EAP will need to monitor, manage
and support the group's activities.
The training for this group should be

extensive enough to include education on
alcoholism/drug addiction, and skills in
the following:
• Formal and informal intervention

and referrals,
• Crisis intervention,
• Suicide prevention,
• Confidentiality issues.

continued on page 36
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PERISCOPE

~n u Hess an ~n essness
Exploring the artificial limits we set for ourselves

By Steve Fedorko, Ph.D., and Mark E. McKinney, Ph.D.

en saw trouble coming—big
trouble. He had been manager of
this specialty furniture store long

enough to recognize a very disgruntled
customer. He took a deep breath and
went to greet the well-dressed woman
at the front of the store struggling to
get a large furniture box inside. As he
walked over, he wondered how much
time this problem was going to take.
Len attempted humor. "Good morn-

ing, ma'am. I'm afraid we don't have a
bag quite that big."

"Actually, sir," ahe responded a bit
icily, "I am returning this Chippendale
console. It came with a damaged leg. I
wish I had known that before I got
home."
With some difficulty, I,en pulled the

console out of the box. He examined the
broken leg. Yes, it looked like a flaw in
the wood just a weak spo~it happens
sometimes. Of course, it would have to
be the one this lady got. Smiling
politely, I,en continued, "Yes, ma'am,
really sorry about that. I believe I have
another in stock. Would you like an
exchange?"

"I'm not sure. I might just want my
money back," she said while handing
him a crumpled receipt.
Len looked over the paperwork and

saw that this .,console had actually been
purchased at one of the company's other
store locations. He started thinking to
himself how he was spending his time,
at his store, having to settle this lady's
temper by giving up a good item of his
inventory (or even a cash refund) and
taking on a broken piece of junk which
she got at the company's other location,
which he would have to return to the
overseas manufacturer at his expense
(corporate policy, of course) in the faint
hope of getting some merchandise credit
for it. And all this effort and grief
without him making a penn~s profit for
anything.
"Either way, ma'am. The choice is

yours. I'll need to reference our com-
puter inventory file since it looks like
you bought this at our downtown store,
but that's no problem. We want to do
whatever it takes to please our custom-

ers," Len said.
"I didn't feel like they were very

concerned about pleasing customers at
the other store. They were rude. I could
hardly get them to wait on me and they
almost laughed in my face when I asked
if they could take it to my car just a
block away," she added.
Len thought about the times he had

worked the downtown store. What a
madhouse. The place was always busy
and it was impossible to wait hand and
foot on every individual customer that
sauntered through.

We act mindlessly when

we rely too heavily on

"tried and true"

categories.

"I'm sorry you had a rough time of it,
ma'am. I know all the people at the
downtown store and I'm sure they didn't
realize you were so dissatisfied. Next
time I know you'll be more pleased with
them," Len said with as much optimism
as he could muster while hoping that
she would return all of her furniture
problems to them.
"I doubt it. Anyway, I won't be down

there much anymore. My husband and I
finally moved out of our apartment and
into our new house out here in East-
wick. Itonly took our builder a year over
schedule to get it done."
Len gave her his best sympathy look

and chimed in, "Wow, I've heard of
construction delays, but ... a year?" Len
shuddered a little just thinking of being
this lady's builder, seeing her every day,
discussing every little detail, all the
changes, all the glitches, all the headaches.
Len got back to the business at hand,

"Well, we want to work with you. Your
satisfaction is what matters to us. Shall
I get you that exchange we were talking
about?"

MINDFULNESS, MINDLESSNESS.
Every day all of us do effective things.
In fact, we do many things quite well.
We have learned important lessons and
mastered valuable tools for dealing with
our world in successful ways. It is
possible, however, in developing our
individual ways and means of working
through life's many challenges, that our
efficiency and efficacy inadvertently
contribute to setting artificial limits for
ourselves, inhibiting the exploration of
novel solutions to problems, and
relinquishing control we might have
otherwise exercised.

Dr. Ellen J. Langer, a Harvard psy-
chologist, says it happens all the time.
Her extensive research in this area has
directed her to offer a conceptualization
of what is going on which she calla
mindfulness and mindlessness.
Whether we are acting mindfully or
mindlessly has to do with 1) how we
categorize or label the world around us,
2) how we attend to and use new
information, and 3) how we explore or
try on views and perspectives other
than our own.

In the furniture store example above,
Len is fairly effective in dealing with a
dissatisfied customer. He keeps his cool
while he tries to solve the customer's
problem by offering replacement mer-
chandise. Remembering "the customer
is always right," he frequently reminds
her that her satisfaction is what mat-
ters to him. Even though he did well,
could he have gained anything by being
more creative, more attentive, more
empathic? In other words, what would
more mindfulness change?

CREATING NEW CATEGORIES.
We act mindlessly when we rely too
heavily on "tried and true" categories. It
can sound contradictory. If we've seen
the world in certain ways that have
helped us solve problems, why change?
Why fix what ain't broke?

Because forewarned is forearmed,
Because new problems will always come
which make obsolete old solutions. Len
saw "trouble coming—big trouble." Len

continued on page 16
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Biofeedback Cards

Studies Show $ A Major Factor in Illness
Biofeedback card the ideal tool for
stress management programs:

• Easy To Use &Highly Effective—Color
change produced by quick relaxation
techniques on back motivates continued
relaxation practice until becomes routine.

• Portable—Allows relaxation response
during stress any time of day; thus, more
effective than bulky electronic biofeedback
devices.

• Inexpensive—Most electronic devices cost
in the hundreds of dollars. Quantity prices
of the card in the range of $1 or less. Can
easily afford one for each client.

IMPRINTED HERE WITH YOUR
NAME, LOGO &MESSAGE
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• Great for Promotion—People love to try it
on others. Imprinted message helps
spread word of your program.

For information and FREE sample, call 1-800-327-CALM. In California, call (714) 455-9282.
Or send address and phone number to: SPC-E, Box 49939 Los Angeles, CA 90049.

Attention all Government Agencies: Now available under GSA Contract.
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Together they make life whole.

When substance abuse shatters
lives, The Oxford Institute Net-
work of Care can help people
through the process of restoring
work, family and social roles.

Medically supervised de-
toxification, residential and out-
patient care, and intensive day
and evening programs focus on
the goal of total health and
wellbeing.

Locations throughout south-
eastern Michigan including resi-
dential programs in the Detroit
area at The Oxford Institute and
St. John Hospital-Macomb Cen-
ter, and at Hilton Head Island,
South Carolina.
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For more information, call
The Oxford Institute Network of
Care where experts in chemical
dependency care for body, mind,
and spirit.

(313) 628-0500 outside Michigan
1-800-548-0670 in Michigan
(803) 681-4004 in South Carolina

The Oxford Institute
Network of Care
Southeastern Michigan
and South Carolina

Our Hilton Head Island location
is now open.
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PERISCOPE

continued from page 15

could categorize customers. The lady
with the broken console was trouble, a
problem. He wondered "how much time
this problem was going to take."

This label made it easy to know
which script to follow—exaggerated
courtesy, prompt attention, apologetic
urgency. Seeing this customer as dis-
gruntled and a problem probably even
facilitated Len shuddering a little "just
thinking of being this lady's builder."
With mindlessness, once you set the
stage, everything else just seems to
follow.

Creating and using new categories is
a characteristic of mindfulness. Len
might have categorized her as "the best
opportunity of his day to win a loyal
customer."

Narrow and rigid categories can do
more harm than just keeping us from
being efficient. A woman that sees
herself as wife, mother, daughter,
neighbor, friend, real estate broker,
gardener, tennis player and amateur
photographer is less vulnerable psycho-
logically than a woman who sees herself
more narrowly—as just someone's wife,
or just a real estate broker, or just a
tennis player.

This is not a pitch for being a modern
day "supermom" or "superdad." The
point is not that you must do many
things and all well. The point is that
you recognize all the different things
that you are. When we do this we define
ourselves more clearly and become less
vulnerable and more resilient to
changes and challenges. Being mindful
means creating new categories for both
the world around us and ourselves.

PAYING ATTENTION. We get so good
at adapting and surviving that some-
times we mindlessly do not even notice
when new information comes along.
Mindfulness means paying attention to
new information. When we do this, we
can develop truly more effective ways of
behaving. Mindfulness also means pay-
ing attention to what is not new infor-
mation. Mark Twain had a great exam-
ple: "We should be careful to get out of
an experience only the wisdom that is in
it—and stop there; lest we be like the
cat that sits down on a hot stove lid. She
will never sit down on a hot stove lid
again—and that is well; but also she
will never sit down on a cold one any
more."
In Len's story, we understand that

the customer with the Chippendale
console is dissatisfied. Of course, Len

16



also got this message. But if we listen to
the lady's concerns we might hear that
her frustration was increased because
the leg was damaged and "I wished I
had known that before I got home."
Well, who wouldn't wish that? Her
rationality is not the point here. What's
important here is that to the mindfully
thinking person, this new information
about how this customer is reasoning
and feeling provides a new opportunity.
In exchanging items, the mindful store
manager might draw emphasized atten-
tion to opening the box with the new
console and carefully examining it
together with the customer to ensure
quality.
Many customers in this lady's situa-

tion would probably insist on checking
the new piece before leaving the store.
Mindfulness would suggest that a more
powerful effect can be had when a
manager initiates the idea. Alert to new
information, the mindful manager is
able to respond to the customer's feel-
ings and concerns, not just her demands
and requests.

Len's customer also mentioned that
ahe won't be shopping downtown any-
more because she's moved from an
apartment; to a custom built house;
quite possibly a big house because it
took a builder a year over schedule to
finish; a house that might need a lot
more furniture than an apartment; a
house in his store's part of town; a house
with an owner who has already demon-
strated that she has shopped for and
purchased his company's merchandise.
Earth to Len! Earth to Len! New
information: There's a proven, paying
customer standing in front of you, in
your furniture store, with a big new
house, in you; neighborhood, that prob-
ably looks pretty empty.
Poor Len. Rather than getting this

new information, he was mindlessly
shuddering just thinking about the
headache he assumed it would be if he
were this lady's builder.

ALL VIEWS CONSIDERED. The
easiest perspective of all to see, under-
stand, and appreciate is, of course, our
own. Developing a personal perspective
has obvious benefit. It helps us clarify
our values, establish personal rules for
living, affirm priorities and communi-
cate more clearly to others our thoughts
and feelings.

With the mindlessness of only one
perspective, everybody can't be right. In
fact, only one can be right. But since we
all see the world a little differently,
single-mindedness in perspective inhib-

its interpersonal growth and perpetu-
ates conflict and dilemma.
The customer in Len's store felt

ignored and neglected when she had
shopped at the downtown location. This
customer clearly had a point of view on
the issue.
Len had a different view. He saw the

downtown store as a "madhouse." He
thought the sales personnel were con-
tinually overwhelmed with demands
from customers. He probably felt that
they were doing an exceptional job,
considering the circumstances.

If only the perspective can be "right,"
then you start judging whether the
sales personnel are unconcerned or the
customers are too demanding. If, how-
ever, we consider that both views (or
even many more) are valid, then we
open up new possibilities for under-
atanding each other, resolving difficult
problems, and developing ways of
behaving that are not so much "right" or
appropriate, but effective and empower-
ing. In Len's case, he does see the
downtown store personnel as over-
whelmed, yet working hard and doing a
great job. And Len is right. But Len's
customer views these people as rude
and uninterested in customer satiafac-
tion. And she is right. Mindfulness
recognizes all feelings and points of
view as valid. To react to a customer's
complaint (out loud or to ourselves) with
an excuse, a defense or a justification
ignores the creative alternative. A
mindful Len accepts that his and the
customer's perspectives are both right
and then moves on to explore and
discover whether his and his sales
associates' behavior is producing the
effect they are intending.

BECOMING MINDFiJL. None of us is
a stranger to being mindless, and
everyone will probably always be a little
mindless sometime. But the good news
is that any of us can further develop our
own individual mindfulness. Like so
many things, mindfulness is a learnable
skill. As we do learn to create and use
new categories, to pay attention to
what's happening around us and to
consider many perspectives besides our
own, we will, according to Langer, "gain
greater control, explore richer options,
and transcend artificial limits in our
lives:' ■

Drs. Fedorko and McKinney are behavioral psychologists.
Dr. Fedorko is an assistant pro%ssor, Division of Clinical
Research, Department o/ Medicine, Texas College of
Osteopathic Medldne, Fort Worth, Texas. Dr. McKinney !s
an associate piolessor and director of the Dlvlsfon of
Clinical Research, Texas College o/ Osteopathic Medicine,
Fort Worth, Texas.

Welcome to

~~~censter
REHABILITATION CENTER

EAPs
consider

the following:
For the past 15 years our

fully accredited professional
staff have specialized in the treat-
ment of 3,000 blue collar, city
based males in our inpatient facil-
ity. Our variable length of stay
proves responsive to clients and
cost effective to providers. The
program is AA based and includes
family tracks, relapse tracks, and
aftercare. There are weekly follow-
up reports to EAPs and worksite
seminars.

~~enster
REHABILITATION CENTER

276 Union Avenue
Bridgeport, CT 06607

Cont¢ct:

Lou Autuori
DepuryDirectoro/'theAlcohol Service

(203) 384-9301
Member:

Greater Bridgeport Alcohol Council
Greater Bridgeport Alcohol Consortium
Lecensed by the State o/Connecticut

JCAH Accredited
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Meetin Your Needs as Self Helpg „
Publishers and Professional Trainin S onsorsgp
Our companies are dedicated to serving the recovery needs of professionals and consumers through publishing
and professional training.
Sample copies of our periodicals, advance brochures on our conferences and a catalog describing our self help

books are available to you at no cost. Even the phone call is free.
From personal discovery to family recovery we invite you to make our publications and professional training

part of your own commitment to personal growth. Call us today (toll free) at: 1-800-851-9100.

Creators of the National Convention on Children of
Alcoholics (now in it's si~cth year), over 18 conferences a year
are now offered on topics such as: Women, Intimate
Relationships &Addiction; Co-dependency; Addiction
Treatment; Parenting; and Adult Children of Alcoholics (and
Others Who Identify). The 1990 National Convention on
Children of Alcoholics is scheduled for Feb. 18-21 in San
Francisco, CA.

U.S. Journal Training is an approved CEU provider by several
licensing boards and medical authorities.

~n to the New York Times
Adult Children of Alcohol-

~ok division offers titles on:
ldency; Family Recovery;
Eating Disorders; Inti-
macy; Self Esteem; Affir-
mations; Self-Discovery;
Relationship Issues; Per-
sonal Growth; and New
Age literature.

Acclaimed as the na-
- ' ~- rx- + bons' leading trade

industry newspaper
in the alcoholism and drug abuse field,
we also publish: FOCUS Educating
Professionals in Family Recovery and
CHANGES ...The Magazine For and
About Adult Children, which is also
available through Waldenbooks and B.
Dalton's Booksellers nationally.

iHEUS JOURNAL
OF DRUG~AND ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE

U.S. JOURNAL &HEALTH COMMUNICATIONS
TOLL FREE: 1-800-851-9100

WRITE: U.S. Journal &Health Communications, The Enterprise Center,
3201 S.W. 15th Street Deerfield Beach, FL 33442
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The process of evaluation should be continuous, thorough
and performed by a third party

valuation is a topic that many
people in the employee assis-
tance field are talking about.
But how to go about performing

that evaluation is a big question. Who
should do the evaluation? How often
should it be done? What benefits can be
derived from an evaluation? Why do
evaluations often miss the target?

These were some of the questions we
asked Dr. Dale Masi, a professor at the
University of Maryland who has her
doctorate in social work. She is also
president of Masi Research Consult-
ants, Inc., of Washington, D.C., a firm
specializing in EAP evaluation.

There are three important reasons
companies should evaluate their EAP.
The first is accountability, Masi said.
"Is it doing what it should be doing?"
she asked.
The next reason is a legal one. An

evaluation "can help assure the EAP is
legally protected."

Survival of the program is a third
reason. The evaluation will document
that the EA program is working.

It is a contradiction, Masi said, for
program administrators to evaluate
themselves. The process of evaluation
is ongoing, she said, a constant gather-
ing of facts and information. The EAP
manager can never be sure the program
is right unless the information is veri-
fied, she said.
One such type of evaluation is called

the Management Information System.
This collects demographic data on who is
using the program, she said. This kind of
information is vital, and needs to be
verified at least once a year, Masi said.
One way Masi verifies her client's

By Paul L. Walker

Dr. Dale Masi, professor at the University of Maryland, is president of Masi Research Consultants, Inc.

data is to have her statistician, Dr.
Marcus Lieberman, draw samples.
Lieberman holds a Ph.D. in social
science research methodology and has
taught evaluation methodology at Har-
vard for 13 years. He is a psy-
chometrician, someone who studies the
theory of measurement.
He pulls a sample of the data "just to

make sure it is real." This is not to say
people are dishonest, Masi said, but the
way it is explained can give the infor-
mation atwist that makes it incorrect.

PHONE COUNSELING. Masi gave
the example of a company which had an
EAP in place for 13 years and had never
had it evaluated. When she evaluated

the company's program, she found all
the counseling had been done over the
telephone. For 13 years there had been
no face-to-face counseling and the com-
pany was unaware of the arrangement.

Another aspect of evaluation to con-
sider, Masi said, is the system of
counseling. "No matter what other kind
of evaluation you do, unless the
employee is being helped, then what
good is the program?"
Masi began her evaluating work five

years ago as she was leaving the
federal government where she directed
the model federal EAP while on loan
from the university. International
Business Machines (IBM) asked her to
design an EAP. She not only designed

continued on page 20
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continued from page 19
the company's program, but became
its consultant as well.

After contracts were awarded for
setting it up, IBM asked her to evalu-
ate the program. But there was a
twist. The company said cost savings
was not a primary concern. What IBM
really wanted to know was if employ-
ees were being given the right kind of
counseling.
She was funded by IBM to look at

various evaluation programs around
the country. She then devised a plan of
evaluation that they both agreed
would be the best method of evaluating
IBM's program.
Masi said verification must be done

from outside the company. She would
select a certain number of cases using
a method called the random number
table. This method allows statistical
selection of cases which give an accu-
rate picture of the entire program
without reviewing all cases.
Masi uses what she calls two instru-

ments. One such instrument is clini-
cal, It asks 50-75 questions about the
counseling. Questions such as: In your
opinion, was an appropriate assess-
ment of alcoholism done? Was the
referral necessary? What is your opin-
ion of the clinical supervision? Incases
of violence, were the proper authorities
notified?
The other instrument checks the

resume of the counselors for back-
ground. "You want to protect the com-
pany from people who are not licensed
for the particular counseling they are
giving," Masi said.
"We look at the clinical background

of the counselor: what's the degree,
what's the clinical training, what's
their alcohol and drug training?" All of
this information is rated by her review
team.
The clinical analysis—checking if a

counseling program is providing
proper service—should be done imme-
diately if it has not been done before,
she said. Then it should be done
annually for the next two years and
then every 18 months thereafter.

PEER PANEL REVIEW. She also
uses a group of experts she calls her
peer panel review team. It is composed
of more than 20 psychiatrists, psy-
chologists and social workers. Some of
the reviewers are Sheila Blume, M.D.,
I,ee Dogoloff, Donald Meeks, Ph.D.,
James Julius, M.D., and Patricia
Crigler, Ph.D.. The panel is given
records of clients in the EAP under

evaluation. "We Review the records
and then rate the records," she said.
Masi chairs the review panel.
Each review has one psychologist,

one psychiatrist and one social worker
checking records and then rating the
program as either excellent, adequate
or less than adequate. Afive-point
scale is used for each of the 50-75
questions. A cumulative case docu-
mentation and counseling score also is
provided for each case.
The records are reviewed and their

ratings tabulated by Lieberman. This
gives a complete picture (statistically)
of how the EAP is functioning, Masi
said. "What this tells you is what kind
of clinical counseling you are getting.
Whether or not you are getting the
right kind of counseling and if the
assessments are appropriate."
Lieberman said the peer panel

review looks at the credibility of the
collection of documents and numbers
he has assembled from the records.
The panel can rate various aspects of
the program under review and pull the
information together. It is a "nice
synergistic relationship" between the
statistician and the peer panel, he
said. The panel summarizes the
strengths and weaknesses and offers a
narrative of its findings.

"To have a good review team, you
must have people who are much higher
on a clinical level than the people they
are reviewing," Masi said. "Otherwise,
it becomes your opinion and my opin-
ion." The three fields represented on
her team—psychiatry, psychology and
social work—are called the "core men-
tal health profession," she said.
She included psychiatry experts

because of their medical knowledge.
"We're finding a lot of patients who
have health problems," she said. These
problems are not being recognized by
EA counselors because they are not
trained to discover them.
"More and more of my companies

(clients) have us go and physically pull
the records. They really want to make
sure there is no opportunity to alter or
doctor the records," she said.
The records are copied. Masi

stressed that records can be legally
copied under federal law which allows
audits, evaluations and inspections.
Masi estimates that less than one

percent of the approximately 10,000
EAPs in the United States has ever
had athird-party evaluation. "It is the
biggest weakness in the EAP field."
In fact, she said, companies may

continued on page 22
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EAP professionals erect barriers to evaluation
While demands for EAP evaluation are appearing with increasing frequency, few programs are actually being evaluated.
A review of the literature on EAP evaluation found several reasons that evaluation is not being discussed.

o •The roles of EAP expert and evaluator are not clear.
j •There appears to be confusion between outcome studies and program evaluation.

•There appears to be concern that evaluation will breach the confidentiality of EAP clients.
I EAP experts typically do not have the necessary evaluation expertise required to design or conduct EAP evaluation. While it

is obvious that most evaluators should not conduct EAPs, it does not appear to be as evident that EAP experts should not conduct
evaluation. Expertise in one field does not necessarily imply expertise in the other. A working knowledge of existing evaluation
literature would help EAP professionals better understand the reasons for this (Derrell and Rightmeyer, 1982; Knott, 1987).

Another problem is that EAP practitioners do not appear to recognize the difference between successful client outcomes and
program effectiveness. Client outcomes, albeit a crucial dimension of most program evaluation, are only one dimension of a
program. Other dimensions also are important (i.e., program cost, availability, consistency with an acceptable treatment
philosophy, etc.). Unless there is a consideration of all of these dimensions, a True program evaluation has not been conducted
and the effectiveness of an EAP has not been established.

Finally, EAP practitioners have their own set of problems regarding evaluation including fear of the unknown, extra work,
program rejection, breach of confidentiality and personal/professional failure. All of these except concern about confidentiality,
represent valid, but relatively trivial concerns. While a genuine concern for client confidentiality is entirely appropriate —and, in
fact, is mandated by federal law for all healthcare evaluation — it should not be used as justification for failing to evaluate an EAP.
In an area so anxious to demonstrate its effectiveness, this archaic and unfounded belief only serves to protect those programs
which, for other reasons, fear scrutiny.
The three reasons given represent a few of the more prevalent reasons that EAP practitioners use to avoid conducting

program evaluation. Perhaps by acknowledging and understanding these reasons, EAP practitioners will become more willing to
actually evaluate their programs instead of simply discussing evaluation in the literature. ■

The above information was /urnished to EmployeeAssistance by Tara D. Knott, Ph. D., president o/Evaluation Resources, lnc., in Memphis, Tenn. and David H. Knott, M.D., Ph. D., the clinical
director at Memphis Mental Health Institute and a clinical pro%ssor in psychiatry and clinical assistant pro/essor in /amity medicine at the University of Tennessee Center /or the Health Sciences
in Memphis.
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continued from page 20

think they have evaluated themselves
when in reality, they have not. "They
look at the company's management
information system and the company
sees the number of people seen and
they think that's wonderful."
Masi said she discovered a problem

in one of her programs at Health and
Human Services. "I had one unit that
counted each time a person came in—it
went toward the penetration rate. So if
you came in four times, you were
counted four times in the penetration
rate," she 'said.

PENETRATION RATE. The EA field
has defined the penetration rate as the
number of employees that seek assis-
tance in one year as compared to the
total number (or potential number) of
employees, Masi said. "And that's how
their contracts are awarded and how
they pay." She explained that if the
same person comes back in a given
year with a different problem, he or she
is considered a "reopened case." If the
same person comes back in the same
year with the same problem, it is a
"reactivated case."
"Companies will usually pay toward

the penetration rate of reopened cases
but not reactivated cases."
"Remember, my client companies

that are out on contract are paying by
the penetration rate, so that penetra-
tion rate is very important to monitor,"
she said, because if the penetration
rate is higher than what it's supposed
to be, they often pay a bonus to the
contractor. "They need to know if the
same person has been counted 10
times," she said.
Masi said about 70 percent of all

programs in the U.S. were out-of-house
programs (given to contractors). Each
contractor and company has a different
contractual agreement. "Unless the
employer is smart enough to know
exactly what they are buying, he
doesn't really know unless he has a
third-party evaluation. "The people
who are running and administering
these programs are often human
resource people and not EAP people."
Consequently, they may not be well-
versed in what they need in contrac-
tual services and may buy too much of
some services and not enough of oth-
ers, she said.

"It's a heavy responsibility when an
employer buys an EAP and tells
employees they can go see doctor ao-
and-so and we will see to it they take
care of you."

EMPLOYEEASSISTANCE



The lack of an accrediting system in
the EA field, Masi said, is another
reason for having evaluations.
"Regardless of what initials we put
after our names, it still doesn't mean
that the program is accredited." And
just because EAs feel their program is
running smoothly doesn't mean the
ultimate goal has been reached.
The bottom line in EAPs is "are we

helping people." And to perform an
evaluation each year gives a company
the chance to fine tune a program to
better serve clients, she said.

COST EFFECTIVE. The third type of
evaluation, cost effective evaluations,
are easy to do, Masi said, and not
expensive. In this type of assessment,
reviewers look at the personnel data,
the health insurance data and other
relevant data. This information is
measured before and after a client goes
to the EAP with a problem. A control
group is also very important in this
assessment, Masi said.
A control group of similar employees

who have not gone through the EAP is
selected. People in the group are
matched by sex and managerial level.
Their absenteeism is then compared to
that of the group which has gone
through the EAP. This will tell employ-
ers if money has been saved through
the EAP.
"Every one that I have done is cost

effective," Masi said.
A fourth evaluation approach uses

Client Employee Participation Forms.
These forms ask if the employee has
been satisfied with the EAP: did they
get courteous service, did they like the
program and were they helped?
"Unfortunately, many companies use
those as a criteria for whether the
program is good enough. We know
statistically that only the clients who
are pleased respond. So it's not a valid
sample." Also, employers get misled by
this because they see favorable com-
ments coming back, Masi said.

SUPERVISORS. Another form of
evaluation often tried is interviewing
supervisors. "I think that's helpful if
you have quantifiable data." The key is
the supervisor rating the employee on
job performance, not on whether they
think the person is doing better. In
other words, has the performance gone
up?
When Masi does a cost effectiveness

analysis with supervisors, "we have
the supervisors rate the employee at

continued on page 24
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continued from page 23
the time they go into the program.
Then they rate the employee three
months later and again in six months,"
she said. "Performance has improved
to the extent that I have found a
$13-$1 return."

The ratio of numbers is converted to
the salary and then savings are figured.

Supervisory referrals, as recognized
in the EAP field, are the most impor-
tant referrals if you can get them, Masi
said. They get the most dollar return.

It is very important to remember the
legal ramifications of EA programs,
Masi cautioned. "These are not superfi-
cial problems. We are dealing with cases
of addiction, cases of family violence,
potential suicide, disturbed children—
these are heavy cases EAPs see."

Without evaluation, employers will
not be adequately protected. They will
not truly know what they are buying
and are not providing their employees.
Companies are afforded a bit of protec-
tion through evaluation, she said.

Masi said the size of the company
makes no difference. Small companies
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need evaluation just as much as large
corporations. She cited this example: A
small company of 300 would be hurt
worse if 10 key people were lost than
would a company of 3,000. "I see
evaluation as providing management
consultation to help a program become

For 13 years there had been no

face-to-face counseling and the

company was unaware of the

arrangement

better." She offers her clients concrete
suggestions on how to improve their
programs.
"Evaluation is very threatening to

EAPs. That's why we often don't have
them. People don't want to be evalu-
ated. No one wants to be evaluated or
questioned. Evaluation should not be
taken as personal."
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"HOW MUCH DO WE SAVE ON IT?"
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Now, Masi said, some EAPs which
she has evaluated for several years say
"It's the best management consulta-
tions we've ever gotten free because
the company pays for it." Evaluation
also involves a matter of trust. Once
EA professionals are comfortable with
the evaluation, they can better imple-
ment changes in their program each
year.
An evaluation will show the sponsor

of the program the positive things that
are coming out of the EAP. "It gives
them an objective opinion on which
they can make their decisions," Masi
said.
Companies don't get upset when

they find out there are limitations to
the program, she said, as long as they
can find out what to do about it—and
someone will follow through and make
needed changes. ■

Paul L. Walker is the managing editor o/ EmployeeASSls-
tance.

Dr. Dale Masi is a professor at fhe University of Maryland
and president of Masi Research Consultants, lnc.. She can
be reached at Watergate 180, 600 New Hampshire Ave.
NW, Washington, D.C., 20037.
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You can't make all your smok-
ing employees quit smoking.
But they will accept smoking
control. They'll learn how not
to smoke at work.

The smoke-free workplace ...
smokers sneak out for a quick drag.
Smelly "designated" smoking areas.
Tension between resentful smokers
and holier-than-thou non-smokers.
Noticeable increase in washroom-
breaks, wandering, idle chats and
more sneaked cigarettes. Strained
employee relations and permanen
reduction of productivity.
Sound like your attempt at a smc

workplace? Or your nightmare of wh
tion could become?
This is unfortunate because the

workplace can and does work. Smo
it, even prefer it ... if it is introduce

MISSED OPPORT(1NITY.
Offering stop-smoking programs is not the right way.

Only 20 % of smokers are ready to quit at any given time.
The majority, who don't want toquit-who need the most
help in adjusting to the restrictions -don't get any help.
They will not participate in stop smoking programs. If you
have used astop-smoking program you know they don't
work corporately.
Only a smoking control program gives you the opportuni-

ty to train all, smoking employees to refrain from smoking
while working. They will welcome it because it gives them
the opportunity to reduce their smoking (every smoker really
wants to cut down) without the stress of being forced to
quit.

A PROVEN SOUITION.
If you are implementing asmoke-free workplace, you need

to know about "The Last Pack" smoking control approach. It
works because it helps every smoker. The 20 ~ ready to quit
will do so. The other 80 ~ will learn coping skills that will
enable them not to smoke while at work. They can use the
program to quit when they are ready to. Either way, everyone
is happy. Your"smoking regulations are in place and all smok-
ers can cope with them. They'll even thank you for it.
"The Last Pack" Smoking Control* Program, developed in

Canada, has been rated best by a U.S. human resources pub-
lication, ahead of Smokenders, Smoke Stoppers, Fresh Start
and almost 200 other programs.

In just one year, over ISO corporations-amongthem IBM,
Prudential-Bache, Merrell Dow, Sony, Bristol-Myers-and their
15,000 smoking employees achieved asmoke-free workplace
in Canada. They all utilized "The Last Pack" Smoking Manage-
ment* E.A. Program.

'The response has been good - mueh
more than I anticipated. 84 out of I50
staff smoked and aI! took 'The Last
Pack': (Robert Shaw, Rogers cable TV.)

'The Last Pack" provided our smokers
with incentive and tools to, i~not quit,
then at (east reduce their smoking. We
only asked them to stop smoking(or the
time time they are at work." (Bill
Coppes, Norwich Eaton)

"Some of the diehard smokers didn't
show up at the first meeting but those
who did, went back and told others,
and they came to the next meeting.
Now I've had the branches calling up
end asking for 'The Last Pack': (Margaret
kert, Prudential-Bache)

~llLTS IN 90 DAYS.
ur 90-Day Plan is a complete ready-made
on for the employer. From policy deve-

lopment through implementation to follow up, we provide
consultation and all the necessary communication tools such
as sample letters, speeches, brochures, signs, posters and
videotaped presentations.

Implementing smoking restrictions is not any
different from implementing other company regu-
lations orsystems. The empl~er must be pr~ared
to train all involved.
Whether you're about tointroduce asmoke-free

workplace or have started already, there is still time
to do it right. You will find valuable information in
our free brochure "The Way to aSmoke-Free Work-
place':

Please send me "The Way to A Smoke-Free Workplace" ❑
Have your representative call me

Name

Title

Company

Address

PostallZip Code Tel

Addiction Management Systems Inc.
1235 Bay St., Suite 605
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M5R 3K4
Phone: (416) 9Z7-0370 Fax: (416) 927-0335

~ `Trademark. Copyright 1988. "The last Pack" is a U.S. trademark o(D. Akman

Limited number of distributorships are
available in the U.S.A. Inquiries welcome. ❑
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Transferring
addictions is state-of-

the-art in chemical
dependency

treatment.

By Joel C. Robertson,
Pharm. D.

APs, employers, employees, families,
treatment programs and others in the
field of chemical dependency strive to
treat addictions and prevent the costly

and devastating aspects they play in society.
Present treatment methods focus on elimi-

nating drug use and hoping recovery is forth-
coming, methods that have been relatively
unsuccessful so far. People in recovery still
fight depression, negative attitude and minor
reality perception alterations.

Success rates for cocaine addiction are still
less than 10 percent. Relapse has become so
frequent it's sometimes referred to as part of
recovery. This is the only field in medicine that
is the patient's problem (lack of motivation, not
ready, etc.) if recovery isn't forthcoming,
instead of the clinicians.

It is important to look at the treatment
methods instead of minimizing recovery expec-
tations.

Individual treatment plans don't really
exist. Clinicians may use five to 10 plans for
hundreds of different patients. But how does a
clinician determine the appropriate diet, exer-
cise, activity or behavioral technique to use?

Chemical dependency is not understood well
enough to treat all people individually. Per-
haps aperson considered a treatment failure is
in reality a person whose treatment failed
them.

If we understand neurochemistry, we can
better choose our plan and may even learn to
treat addictions.

SIGNAL TRANSMISSION. The transmis-
sion of a nerve impulse can be compared to
current flowing through an electrical cord.
When the cord is intact, current flows from the
cord's source to its furthest connection. If the
cord is broken, the current no longer flows.

In a nerve, an electrical signal is passed
along intact circuitry until it reaches its
destination and causes asensation—thought,
vision or muscle movement, for instance.
Unlike an electrical cord, nerves have regular
breaks, called synapses, allowing transmission
of the signal to be interrupted.

If a nerve impulse (electrical signal) is to
continue across this break or synapse, carriers
called neurochemicals are required. These
neurochemicals are stored in vesicles in the
neuron, located just before the synapse.
When an electrical signal stimulates the

neuron, neurochemicals are released to carry
the signal across the break and on to another
one. It allows the signal to continue on its
journey.

There are two types of neurochemicals that
can be released into the synapse:
•those that increase the rate of impulse

transmission (e.g., norepinephrine and dopam-
ine) and are called excitatory neurochemicals;
• those that decrease the rate of transmis-

sion (e.g., GABA) and are called inhibitory
neurochemicals.
The released neurochemicals can produce

two separate actions. They can directly stimu-
late the neuron itself The excitatory neuro-
chemicals help the nerve impulse pass faster
and the inhibitory neurochemicals slow it
down.
The second action is through the adenylate

cyclase pathway. Adenylate cyclase is the
enzyme responsible for converting stored
energy in the form of ATP into usable energy in
the form of cyclic AMP. When the neuro-
chemicals are released into the synapse, they
hit receptor sites, causing the adenylate
cyclase to go into action. As a result, the nerve
impulse is magnified many times.
The combination of neurochemicals being

released and adenylate cyclase being stimu-
lated is the basis for a neurochemical model of
addiction and relapse.

OPTIMiTM STATi7S. There is an optimum
combination of neurochemicals and adenylate
cyclaee levels that beat enhances an individ-
ual's well-being. The focus of all behaviors is to
achieve this optimum level. Any activity
changing the combination of neurochemicals
and adenylate cyclase so it approaches the
optimum will be attractive to an individual
and may have potential for becoming addic-
tive.
When an individual's levels rise above the

optimum, he or she may experience anxiety,
restlessness, the feeling of being "wired" or
manic behaviors, Activities or behaviors bring-
ing about these neurochemical changes and
affiliated feelings will be seen as undesirable.
On the other hand, when levels drop below

an individual's optimum combination, he or
she may feel depressed, fatigued or lethargic.

Alcohol and other drugs, as well as pre-
scription medications, are known to effect
neurochemical levels. When an individual
.stops using chemicals, the levels of neuro-
chemicals and adenylate cyclase changes,
altering the emotional state.

Unfortunately, many chemically dependent
people discover other behaviors, such as
eating sweets or compulsive. sexual behavior,
bring about the same emotional effect as the
substances they abuse. They withdraw from
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using chemicals but substitute another
addiction. They may even substitute
other chemicals that optimize their
neurochemical levels and make them
feel better, becoming cross-addicted as
a result.

If clients are evaluated for their
propensity to certain behavioral orien-
tations before they begin treatment,
problems with withdrawal symptoms
and tendencies to transfer addictions
may be minimized.

There are two types of behavioral
orientations for individuals being
treated for chemical dependence: arou-
sal orientation and satiation ori-
entation. The two orientations require
different treatment considerations.

AROUSAL ORIENTATION. When a
person is arousal-oriented, he or she
resembles a "Type A" personality: com-
petitive, fast-living, geared toward
excitement and risk-taking—seeking
activities and behaviors that increase
personal energy.

He or she may consume alcohol or
use drugs in the company of others,

specifically for the experience of get-
ting high. Often, the arousal-oriented
person combines chemical use with
other risk-taking behaviors, such as
gambling, compulsive sexual conquest,
fast driving, violence, crime and adven-
turesome recreational activities. All
seem to enhance his or her self-esteem.

When the individual stops using
chemicals, he or she may transfer
addiction to other experiences or
behaviors providing the same neuro-
chemical effects as chemicals.

Arousal orientation has a neuro-
chemical basis. When a person with it
engages in risk-taking behaviors, the
first neuron is stimulated, releasing
large amounts of the neurochemicals
dopamine and norepinephrine into the
synapse. However, athermostat-like
effect then occurs at the next neuron.
Because of the high level of neuro-
chemicals in the synapse, that neuron
compensates by decreasing the activity
of adenylate cyclase.

Dropping levels of adenylate cyclase
results in less usable energy (cyclic
AMP) to achieve the same neurochemi-

cal effect and the same feeling. Such a
person might become increasingly self-
destructive, graduating from fast driv-
ing and gambling to crime and vio-
lence.

If an individual with arousal orien-
tation tries to give up arousal activities
while he or she is withdrawing from
alcohol and other drugs, compensatory
depression may occur. The depression
can have two causes—the changes in
neurochemicals when chemical use is
stopped, and the changes in adenylate
cyclase when behaviors are changed. If
compensatory depression continues,
the individual may relapse into chemi-
cal dependence or substitute another
addiction to ease the felt depression.

To prevent these problems, treatment
plans need to be tailored to maintain a!
person's neurochemical balance while
undergoing withdrawal. An arousal-
oriented person with a habit of drinking
in a setting with a lot of people will feel
comfortable attending large Alcoholics'
Anonymous meetings.

Likewise, he or she may find no
continued on page 28

e ew rontiier
For Treatment Of Chemical Dependency

Williamsburg Recovery Center utilizes the neurochemical basis for addiction to provide an
effective recovery program incorporating both state-of-the-art treatment approaches with
traditional therapeutic methods. The results area highly successful comprehensive treatment
program for alcohol and drug addictions.

In its peaceful, natural setting on 450 acres of woods and lakes near Traverse City, Michigan,
its professional staff provide subacute detoxification, primary and relapse residential treatment,
and aftercare services. Education, training, and consultation services are also provided upon
request.

Ref lecting a change in life... for the better!

WILLIAMSBiJRG
It~~OVERY
C-ENTER

7224 Supply Road, Traverse City, MI 49684

Call in MI: 800.968-HOPE or 616.94?-9373
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Be on the cutting
edge
of treatment for cocaine and
other chemical addictions
...while containing cost.

Join the growing
number
of treatment centers
utilizing neurochemical
evaluation and treatment
plans developed by Dr. Joel
Robertson.

Provide your
patients the best
chance for sustained
recovery.

For more information call:
Robertson Institute
Madden Building

150 W. Jefferson Ave. Ste. 1530
Detroit, MI 48226
(313) 961-8420

Fax (313) 961-5203
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OUR
PHILOSOPHY
You Can Get Better.

Specialized psychiatric treatment for
adolescents and adults who have not been
able to recover in traditional rehabilitation
programs. Four Winds blends intensive
psychiatric treatment with the philosophy
of 12 step recovery programs.

• Homelike residential cottages, each
with its own full-time clinical staff and
specialized treatment program

• Interdisciplinary clinical teams, including
certified alcoholism counselors and
substance abuse counselors

• Intensive and dynamic treatment,
including individual and group psycho-
therapies, family and multiple family
group therapies

• Daily AA or NA on and off grounds

Lct us show you how Four Winds
Hospital can make a diffcrcncc to you.
Call 1.800.528.6624 (Nationwide) or
1.800.528-6669 (in New York) for more
information.

3~"~ ~F~~~ ~nm~~l~
M H O S P I T A L S

THE DIFFERENCE IN PSYCHIATRIC TREATMENT

Samuel C. Klagsbrun, M.D.
Executive Medical Director

Four Winds-Westchester Four Winds-Chicago Four Winds-Saratoga
(914) 763-8151 (312) 257-3636 (518) 584.3600
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ADDICTIONS

continued from page 27

reward in quiet family activities like
reading or watching television. Such a
person needs to maintain arousal
activities until his or her self-esteem
increases enough to maintain neuro-
chemicals at normal levels.
A recovering arousal-oriented man

who goes jogging or bicycling main-
tains the comfort of arousal activities
while receiving positive feedback that
rebuilds his self-esteem. This combina-
tion means the man is likely to con-
tinue in recovery.
By contrast, if he is expected to

participate in more passive activities,
such as going to church and playing
board games, he may become restless,
stop the activity, receive negative feed-
back, feel more inadequate, blame
himself and revert to chemical use to
build up his self-esteem.

SATIATION ORIENTATION. An
individual with satiation orientation
seeks to withdraw from stimulation.
He or she may overindulge in watching
television, overeat compulsively or
withdraw from socialization.
He or she could be compared to a

"ape B" personality—seeking a less
stressful, introverted life.

Neurochemically, the satiation-
oriented person seeks inhibition of the
neuron's reward center, and uses
either positive or negative behaviors to
do so. The reward center retains endor-
phins and enkephalins, which decrease
the amount of neurochemicals released
into the synapse and the amount of
stimulation felt.

Again, the thermostat-like mecha-
nism compensates. The second neuron
responds to the lowered levels of neuro-
chemicals by increasing activity of
adenylate cyclase. As adenylate
cyclase increases, the individual still
feels stimulated so that more and more
satiation activities are needed to
achieve the same calming effect. The
result is tolerance to satiation.
The person needs more and more

food, TV, sex, tranquilizers, or social
withdrawal to achieve the same
relaxed effect. As he or she withdraws
even further from family and friends,
their negative feedback reinforces
lower self-esteem and continues the
downward spiral.

If the satiation-oriented person tries
to stop satiation activities during
recovery, he or she will feel stressed
and hypersensitive. This happens
because the reward center in the first
neuron is not being stimulated and no
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endorphins and enkephalins are being
released. Therefore, it releases a nor-
mal amount of neurochemicals—
instead of a diminished amount—and
the individual feels stimulated rather
than calmed.

If a satiation-oriented woman is
counseled to go to 90 AA meetings in
90 days, she maybe so stressed by the
discomfort of so many large group
meetings that she discontinues treat-
ment. She then is labeled as resistant
to AA principles and marked as a
treatment failure.

The reality is large group meetings
are contrary to satiation orientation.
She may be open to AA principles as
presented in a small group of two or
three people. A sensitive counselor
would encourage her to maintain close
contact with her personal sponsor
instead of insisting on a certain num-
ber of stamps on an AA meeting card.

A treatment professional sensitive
to behavioral orientation will recog-
nize asatiation-orientated client is
going to be more comfortable with
family activities—watching TV, small
groups, quiet endeavors.

In essence, the first phase of treat-
ment is to eliminate alcohol and drug
use and transfer to a better, healthier,
more positive addiction. Treatment
programs stop here and are satisfied.
What happens to the cocaine addict

who transfers to running, after age or
injury prevent further sport? Relapse.
What happens to the alcoholic who
transfers to relationship addiction
before the spouse gets better? Divorce
or relapse. What happens to the alco-
holic who becomes a workaholic,
developing heart disease and being
forced to quit? Relapse.
What happens when drugs are elim-

inated but addiction isn't treated?
Depression, mood swings and a strug-
gle with recovery. This leads to phase
two of recovery—treatment of the
behavioral addiction.

This can be likened to a tall build-
ing with three people on the roof. The
first is on the south edge of the
building, representing depression.
One more inch off normal means a fall,
or relapse.

The second is on the north edge,
symbolized as anxiety. One more inch

or one more axuciety-producing event
means a topple over the edge.
The third is in the middle. Though

movement one way or the other doesn't
feel good, there is space to go before a
fall.

The goal of treatment professionals is
to move neurotransmitters and enzy-
matic activity to the middle optimum
level, allowing alteration to occur with-
out destruction.

This is accomplished by a slow, pre-
cise and specific use of diet, activity and
behavioral techniques. Allowing a per-
son to choose the activity and behavior
will result in staying "at the edge." A
prescribed program must be utilized.

Coordination of a person's neuro-
chemical personality type, behavioral
orientation and neurochemical levels
can bring them to the "middle of the
building," where recovery is peaceful
and rewarding, not frightening and
without joy. ■

Joe/ C. Robertson, Pharm. D., is president of the Robertson
Institute Ltd. in Bay City, Mich. For more in/ormation on
neu~ochemical treatment p/arming and evaluation, contact
the Institute, in the Madden Building, 150 West Je/%rson
Ave., Suite 1530, Detroit, Mich. 48226.

QUESTION: Is cocaine costing you money?
ANSWER: Yes, the cost of cocaine is everyone's pro-
blem. Drug and alcohol use is rising to epidemic propor-
tions. If employees are late, absent, not productive or
careless on the job, you are paying a high price.

QUESTION: What can you do about substance abuse in
your workplace?

ANSVI/ER: Eagleville Hospital has the solution. We
offer ashort-term, intensive program designed to treat
employees and return them to job and family. With treat-
ment and the cooperation of the employer, over 60% of
substance abusers will recover; of those who are fired
without treatment, only 8% of abusers will recover.

QUESTION: Where do you go from here?
~~ ANSWER: Call us and we'll take it from there...

Eagleville, the serious solution to a serious problem.

" (215) 539-6000 out of state 1-800-255-2019
H o S P ~ T A L 100 Eagleville Road, Eagleville, PA 19408
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PERSPECTIVE

i tin t e ea rg g a
Policy makers are intentionally distorting our perception of the drug problem

here is a most interesting article
in a recent edition of Atlantic
Monthly by Paul Fussell called,

"The Real War 1939-1945," which has
a great deal of relevancy to our most
recent war—the war on drugs.

Fussell's article discusses the wide
scale effort on behalf of the govern-
ment to sanitize and romanticize a
war which, at its most basic level, was
an experience in horror and madness.
The policy makers in Washington
were convinced that optimistic public-
ity about the war effort and euphe-
mism were necessary to maintain
morale and solidarity around the war.
The troops were quite aware of this
distortion and knew that in its
representation to the folks back home
that "what was happening to them
was systematically sanitized and Nor-
man Rockwellized, not to mention
Disneyf`ied."
As John Steinbeck put it, it was

quite clear that most military opera-
tions were examples of "disorganized
insanity," with almost no resem-
blance to the carefully planned and
executed battlefield operations por-
trayed by the media. Nevertheless,
the morale of the home front could not
be jeopardized by a reporting of the
truly horrifying picture of war as it is.
The parallels with the current war on
dxugs put forth by the Reagan and
Bush team and spearheaded by Czar
Bennett are painfully similar. The
enemy out there in the housing pro-
jects and in mountain hideouts in
South America are fought by the
brave crime fighters of the Drug
Enforcement Agency and local police
departments, who swoop down and
seize the evil drug to keep our nation
safe for democracy.

REALISTIC REFLECTION. I don't
say this out of any deep cynicism, but
out of a realistic reflection of the way
in which the war on drugs has been
packaged and communicated to the
American public. As my 6-year-old
son said the other day, "Dad, how
come all I ever hear on the news every

By Bradley K. Googins, Ph.D.

night is drug stuff"
The war on drugs has become quite

effective in portraying the war in
terms of interdiction, production and
supply. It resolutely embracesb the
criminal context of the supply strat-
egy and leaves the American public
with a definite idea of what this war is
about, who the troops are and on
which grounds it is being fought.
One might counter the current

images and packaging of the war on
drugs with a very different picture of
the war, what indeed might be called

The reality of the strategy lies

more in marketing and

packaging, than in results.

the real war on drugs. This war is not
out there in the streets or in the
jungles and mountains of Colombia,
but in the alcohol and drug treatment
agencies, mental health centers and
hospitals where the real victims of the
war are trying to shake their addic-
tion and restore to themselves a
degree of healthy functioning. The
real warriors are the counselors and
the treatment staff who day in and
day out work under difficult condi-
tions in relative obscurity in assisting
the victims of drugs to find a way out.
The real war is also fought in the
corporations of this country in much
the same way. Where drug testing
and a drug free workplace have cap-
tured the recent fancy of the
workplace, the real war goes on
within the EAP offices and services.
The somewhat less glamorous
encounters which characterize the
EAP function ensure that, not only is
there hope for those in trouble with
drugs, but that process out of addic-
tion is available to those in need. Of
course, drug testing has all of the
appeal of a strategy which appears to

root out the unproductive and illicit
drug-using employee. However, the
reality of the strategy, once again, lies
more in marketing and packaging,
than in results.

Whereas most corporations outside
of the military and high security
sectors of the economy have quietly
opted out of random drug testing in
favor of pre-employment screening,
the perception is that the war on
drugs is bringing about the drug -free
workplace. These perceptions are not
arrived at by accident, but carefully
crafted by industry and the govern-
ment to provide a sense of action and
response to the problem—thereby
boosting the morale of the company
and that of the country that the good
fight is being fought and won inside
the corporate gate. The reality pre-
sents adifferent picture.
Most companies have opted for

pre-employment screening in order to
mollify any currents of employee
unhappiness with corporate intru-
sion. Thus a strategy of pre-employ-
ment screening avoids the confronta-
tion with existing employees, while at
the same time allowing the corpora-
tion to publicly proclaim that it has a
drug testing strategy in place. Conse-
quently, aconvention has been mutu-
ally agreed upon without publicly or
formally spelling out the terms.

FALSE TARGET. By focusing the
war on drugs out there, the govern-
ment as well as corporate decision
makers can in effect identify a false
target system for change. In fact,
having such a concrete and descrip-
tive target and accompanying strat-
egy in effect gets the government and
the corporation off the hook from
having to make structural changes
within the organization, and continue
to use accommodation as a means for
achieving a public .response. The
strategy appears to be working quite
well in mobilizing support for the
anti-drug campaign, and for continu-
ing the appearance of action.
The EAP might want to consider
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getting its message out so that the
real war does not get overshadowed
and forgotten by the more adventure-
some strategy of drug busts and drug
testing. By conceding the war to the
e~usting rush to testing and interdic-
tion, the EAP, like the rest of the
alcohol and drug field, does a real
disservice to the goals of alcohol and
drug prevention and treatment by
allowing a false paradigm to define
and capture the alcohol and drug
problem. The only clear and effective
antidote to such a misguided policy
and strategy is to counter with the
rationale, strategies and successes of
the real war on drugs as fought within
the treatment environment. This will
require a rejuvenated and empowered
EAP, a program that is sure of its
mission and convinced that its strat-
egy is more effective and beneficial in
both the short and long term.

To bring the message of the real
war on alcohol and drugs to the
workplace, the EAP will have to
become extremely proactive in rede-
fining the war and the terms on which
drug abuse is being defined and
treated. Given all the other over-
whelming roles and responsibility on
the EAP, it is little wonder that the
EAP field has not mounted a counter
offensive to the current war. And yet
to allow the war on drugs to over-
shadow the real war is to devalue the
role and efficacy of the EAP as well as
do a great disservice to clients whose
entry into treatment, breakdown of
denial and continuation of a drug-free
life is in part directly affected by the
rhetoric and philosophy of the war on
drugs.

The EAP has to assume major
responsibility of recasting the war
and bringing its expertise and func-
tion within the corporation to argue
strongly for a real war in place of the
current ersatz war. This will require
careful planning and coalition build-
ing both within and outside the
corporation. It will also require clever
marketing and packaging expertise to
get the message out. It should be
remembered that the current war on
drugs has gotten as far as it has
primarily because it has considerable
expertise in this area. Nothing short
of these skills will allow the EAP to
redirect policy and strategy to the real
war on drugs. ■

Or. Bradley K. Googins is an assistant professor at the
Boston University School of Social Work.
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Thanks to Stuyvesant Square, chemically
dependent employees can be on the job and in
treatment, too. That's because Stuyvesant
Square's outpatient program offers a variety of
individualized treatment options, scheduled
during evening hours to meet the needs of
working New Yorkers.

Our program includes complete evaluation and
diagnostic services as well as individual, group and
family sessions. We're part of a comprehensive,
hospital-based chemical dependency treatment center,
so we can provide a range of social and psychological
services for the drug or alcohol addicted individual
~n ,the significant others in his or her life.

Call Stuyvesant Square's Outpatient Unit at
(212) 614.6100 to see how you can keep
employees on the job. And off drugs and alcohol.

ST SANT
S DARE

380 Second Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010

THE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
TREATMENT PROGRAM AT

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER.
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Drug Treatments for
Eating Disorders

Researchers who are studying people
with eating disorders are finding
changes in brain chemistry which seems
to perpetuate the main symptoms.

It is not known if the changes in the
brain cause the wild swings in eating
patterns or if the changes are the result
of the new eating patterns. However, the
findings from this research are leading to
new drug treatments for such eating
disorders as bulimia and anorexia.
One such change in the brain's

chemistry may be brought on by
starvations diets. Brain chemicals called
opioids can induce a sense of euphoria.
Extreme dieting "elevates levels of
opioids, producing a sort of high that may
reinforce the behavior," Dr. Maurizio
Fava, a psychiatrist in the Clinical
Pharmacology Unit at Massachusetts
General Hospital in Boston said.
In one study, more than 400 patients

with bulimia were treated with
fluoxetine, The New York Times
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NEWS

reported. Fluoxetine is a drug which
increases levels of serotonin, a brain
chemical which bulimic people have in
smaller quantities.

Early results shoe that people taking
the drug have fewer instances of binge
eating and purges. "Fluoxetine is a
promising treatment, at least in terms of
short term gains. We don't know yet
what the long-term benefits will be," said
Dr. David B. Herzog, a psychiatrist in
the Eating Disorders Unit at
Massachusetts General Hospital ,said.

One-time program
gives treatment
to firefighters
The city of Milwaukee will provide

$76,000 for aone-time drug
rehabilitation program for its city's
firefighters. The program is seen as a
possible model for all city of Milwaukee
employees.
Some 1,100 members of Milwaukee

Professional Firefighters Association
I.oca1215 can volunteer for treatment

PRODUCT LITERATURE

DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE
The Drug-Free Workplace is a new
video-based program designed to help
organizations prevent workplace sub-
stance abuse and comply with the
Drug-Free Workplace Act. It features
"Six Ordinary People," a drug aware-
ness video that paints striking por-
traits of the dangers of drug abuse,
and "20 Questions About the Drug-
Free Workplace Act," a video explain-
ing supervisors' responsibilities.
BNA Communications Inc.
9439 Key West Ave.
Rockville, Md. 20855
(301) 948-0540 or (800) 233-6067

CHARTER ACADEMY
At Charter Academy of Mobile, we
offer a highly successful, five-fold
program which addresses the special-
ized requirements for treating teens
with deeply rooted emotional prob-
lems. We've put together a free video
outlining our residential program. We
think you'll find it helpful for employ-
ees who are living with a chronically
depressed or chemically dependent
teen.
Charter Academy of Mobile
251 Cox St.
Mobile, Ala. 36607
(800)933-1123

ENSURE Personol Alcohol Tester
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without employment penalties during a
30-day period beginning in late 1989.

The union came up with this idea
after four firefighters were fired for
continued cocaine use. Union president
Gregory Gracz said the timing of the
program is important. "If we say, ̀By
1995 we're going to have adrug-free
department,' "anyone with a drug
problem "will wait until then," Gracz
said.

The 30-day volunteer treatment
program will start after union members
are tested for drugs, using standards
agreed upon by the union and the city.
Any employee back at work after
treatment whose drug tests prove
continued illegal drug use will be
automatically fired, as reported in
Occupational Safety &Health Reporter.

"Unions have in the past been a
crutch. We do not want to be a crutch.
We don't want to add to a problem. The
era of Woodstock is over. Society wants
the world drug-free now," he said. "If a
firefighter's union doesn't come out
strongly against it (drug use), what is
society supposed to trust?" Gracz asked.

ALCOHOL TESTER
Alcohol Countermeasure Systems
presents ENSURET"", a personal alco-
hol tester compact enough to fit in a
shirt pocket. ENSURE uses the same
advanced semiconductor sensor used
in ACS portable police breath testers,
and uses a 9-volt alkaline battery or
an automobile cigarette lighter power
cord. Included is a supply of disposa-
ble mouthpieces.
Alcohol Countermeasure Systems
5200 Fields-Ertel Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45249
(513)530-0802

SMOKE-FREE WORKPLACE
The Last Pack Smoking Management Pro-
gram enables employers to make a success-
ful transition to a smoke-free workplace by
training all smoking employees to control
their smoking while at work. The complete
communications package included in the
90-Day Implementation Plan provides eve-
rything needed to make the transition with
full cooperation from employees. Companies
including IBM and Soney use The Last Pack
because it is the only program that works for
all smokers.
Addication Management Systems Inc.
1235 Bay St., Suite 605
Toronto, Ont. M5R 3K4
(416) 927-0370
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REFERRAL DIRECTORY

NATIONAL INDIANA
KOALA OUTREACH

~•~ Meson, IN
3171668-7067

KOALA OUTREACH
"~' Merrillville, IN

•• •

K0~
•~• KOALA OUTREACH

Bloomington, IN
812/333-3012

~ C■ .• ~T~S

Koala can help.

1-800-433'VOU✓

y. KOALA OUTREACH
Clarksville, IN
8121282-7333

•~• KOALA CENTER
Columbus, IN

2191736.1920

KOALA CENTER
~ Plymouth, rN

2191936-3784

812/376-1711

t~lbi]ti1V SAS
KOALA CENTER

~~~ Ft Wayne, IN
219/425-3825

KOALA OUTREACH
~ South Bend, IN

2191282-8592

'~' KOALA CENTER
West Memphis, AR
5011735.9871
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2191436-0690

Robertelle Center for Alcohol &CONNECTICUT
.~. KOALA OUTREACH

Greenwood, IN
si7~ssz-s~~a

Chemical Dependency
525 N. 4th St.
Forest City, IA. 50436
515-582-3779

Guenster Rehabilitation
Center, Inc.
276 Union Avenue
Bridgeport, CT 06607 ILLINOIS

LIGHTHOUSE
702 West Chestnut Street
Bloomington, IL 61701
(309) 827-6026

PRAIRIE CENTER
FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE
122 West Hill
Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 356-7562

(203) 384-9301
KOALA OUTREACH

~ Kokomo, IN
3171457-0607

KOALA OUTPATIENT

~ Indianapolis, IN
317/457-0607

FLORIDA

KOALA CENTER
~~' Bushnell, FL

In-State 8001331-7338
Outstate 800/523-6103

,,, KOALA OUTREACH
Jacksonville, FL
9041730-2602

KOALA ADOLESCENT

~~~ CENTER
Indianapolis, IN
317/783-4084

~NTUCil i

KOALA OUTREACH
~~ Bowling Green, KY

502/842-8222

•~• KOALA OUTREACH
Orlando, FI,
407/629-5133

KOALA OUTREACH
~~ Lafayette, IN

317/447-5558
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MICHIGAN
KOALA OUTREACH

~S~ Tampa, FL
813/972-4423

KOALA CENTER
~~~ Lebanon, IN

317/482-3711

KOALA CENTER
~ Flint, MI

313/767.1190
m

Circle 44 on card. Circle 47 on card.
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REFERRAL DIRECTORY

NORTH CAROLINA ~•~ Ko,~LA cENT~ ~;COUNSELING
1~SSOCIATES, INC. Allenwood, PA

Your comprehensive
clinical service
center in Michigan.

CHAPS KOALA OUTREACH
~~~ Raleigh, NC

71 ̀ ~53H_z'6~

Circle 60 on card.
919/783-6304

26699 W. 12 Mile Road
Suite 100
Southfield, Michigan 48034

313/353-5030
.~. CHAPS KOALA CENTER

Raleigh-Durham, NC
Durham 919/361-2123 ~ A.p C

"An Affiliate Provider for National EAP Raleigh 919/781-2440 :!~1 !~;G .

Firms"
c~r~ie soon Sara. The Care Centers

Sidney H. Crossberg, Ph.D..
107 E. McMurray Road

Executive Director NORTH DAKOTA McMurray, PA 15317
(412) 941-2030

Circle 48 on card.
62 E. Wheeling Street

Heartview Washington, PA 15301

MINNESOTA Foundation
(412) 288-2200

63 E. Washington Street
ALCOHOL AND CHEMICAL 1406 2nd st. Nw Waynesburg, PA 15370
DEPENDENCY CENTER Mandan, ND 58554 • (701) 663-232] (412) 627-6108
1406 6th Avenue North ]-800-5542000 (ND Toll Free)

St. Cloud, NM 56303 Since 1964 24 HOUR, CRISIS LINE 222-7150
(612) 255-5612 'Treating Alcohol 'Adolescents &Adults

& Other Drugs ' 5~Day Family Week

~ ~Z Step Program 'Medicare/Medicaid

~ ~~TH
MISSOURI JCAHO Accredited Private Non-Profit

KOALA OUTREACH
Circle 58 on card.

't' Arnold, MO
3141464-3561 OHIO

*Lily Lake Road
Waverly, Pennsylvania 18471-0036
(717)563-1112

KOALA OU'PPA'PIF.N'I'
~~~ Cape Girardeau, MU •~• KOALA CENTER

Cleveland, Ohio
River Road

314;335-6252 216-761.2850 Shawnee on Delaware,

Pennsylvania 18356-0089
(717) 424-8065

KOALA OUTItEACIi
Circle 59 on card.

~~' Union, MU Circle 51 on card.
314/683-8879

Scioto Paint Valley

Poly Mental Health Center Clete+

KOALA CENTER
~~-~ 4449 State Route 159

P.O. Box 6179
~~07,~ ,~,~

tF-
~~~ Lonedell, MO

3141629-5100
Recovery Chillicothe, OH 45601
Program X614) 775-1260

1100 E. NOt't1111~u11ptOn St.

Crisis Line - 773-4357 W11kes-Barre PA 18702

'I~en Hotline - 773-0959 (717) 823-11 ~ 1

Circle 49 on card.

NEW YORK PENNSYLVANIA TENNESSEE

NATIONAL ASSOC. ON
DRUG ABUSE PROBLEMS
355 Lexington Avenue

KOALA OUTREACH
~ Gettysburgh, PA

KOALA OU'PREACH
~~~ Chattanooga, TN

New York, NY 10017 717/334-7345 615.892-9552

(212986-1170
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KOALA OUTREACH
~~~ Kingsport, TN

615/375-5005

.~, KOALA CENTER
Madison, TN
6151868-7256

KOALA OUTREACH
~~~ Memphis, TN

901/323-4520

KOALA ADOLESCENT
~~~ CENTER

Nashville, TN
In State 8001225-6252
Out State 800/458-3568

KOALA CENTER
~~' Oak Ridge, TN

615/481-1680

Circle 52 on card.

VERMONT

~eatment of alcohol and drug abuse
for adults and adolescents

Employee Assistance Programs for
business and industry

Ripley Center for Addiction

Adult &Adolescent Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Program

JCAH Accredited

A private non-profit addictive disease
treatment center and psychiatric hos-
pital

1-800.345-5550
1-800-622-4492 in Vermont

LOCATED IN SOUTHEASTERN
VERMONT

p BrattleboroRetreat

75 Linden Street
Brattleboro, Vermont 05301
802/257-7785

Circle 64 on card

CONSULTANT
DIRECTORY

PERSONAL
PERFORMANCE
CONSULTANTS

INC.

PROVIDING
INDIVIDUALLY

DESIGNED EAP'S
FOR EMPLOYERS
COAST TO COAST

1 800.821.0055

Circle 67 on card.

LOUIS F. SA►1VMAN
l)G

ASSOCIATES

EAP Services

Consultation
Assessment
Referral
Education

Family Intervention
LOUIS F. SANMAN, CAC, CEAP

CONSULTANT
353 E. ANGELENO AVENUE

BURBANK, CA 91502
818-841-7486
1-800-443-6063

RESOURCE EAP INC.
Employee Assistance Program
Consultants—providing services na-
tionwide. 1541 Riverside Ave. Jack-
sonville, FL 32204. Contact: Bob Ap-
pleby at 1-800-426-0739. In Florida
call 1-800-330-1541.

JIM FRANCEK
& ASSOCIATES, INC.

Making change a positive process.

A

NETWORK ,~~.

OF

PROFE9910NAL9 '~' " +r;,

r

PROVID~IG: ADORESSCdG:

■ CONSULTATION ■ CHANGE

■ SEMINARS ■ ALCAHOL 8 DRUG5

■ PUBLICATIONS ~ SAFETY

■ QUALITY ■ EAP

ASSURANCE

91 East Avenue (203)855.1166
Norwalk, CT 06851

Circle 53 on card.

INC.
• Comprehensive EAP services
• Benefit management
• Participation in national net-

works

JAMES L. KEENER PRESIDENT
33975 DEQUINDRE SUITE 5
EAP, INC. TROY, MI 48083

(313) 583-1110

Circle 66 on card.

Managed
Health
Network, Inc.

The Managed Care/
Employee Assistance
Professionals

EAST COAST

212-972-5200
WEST COAST

213-299-0999

Circle 68 on card.
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WOMEN IN THE WORKPLACE

continued from page 14
In addition, the group should get
some education on burnout prevention
and on maintaining a healthy "tough
love" stance.
The peer assistance committee can be

involved in helping organize and pre-
sent the education programs for all
employees. They can encourage other
employees to attend. Their assistance
can be invaluable in marketing their
services as part of the EAP. They will be
able to identify and recruit new volun-
teers to work in the program. They can
advise and support the EAP on strate-
gies for services to women. As this part
of the model receives acceptance and
trust within the female employee popu-
lation, the peer assistance volunteers
can make informal, supportive referrals
to the EAP.

After training in interventions, the
committee members could help the EAP
with formal interventions, if such a
process is appropriate within the organ-
ization's culture.
In their recent "Woman to Woman"

project, the Association of Junior
Leagues developed fact sheets and a
brochure, "The ABCs of Alcohol Educa-
tion for Women." The fact sheets consist
of briefly stated data relating to women
and alcoholism. They would be excellent
pieces for the Peer Assistance Program
to distribute. The brochure has three
parts, "How Do I know If a Woman
Close to Me Is Drinking Too Much?"
"What Do I Say To a Woman I'm
Concerned About?" and "Where Do We
Get Help?" This piece could be one of the
Peer Assistance Program's main educa-
tional handouts.
My contention is that a comprehen-

sive three-part program model can pro-
vide acoordinated approach which can
effectively reach and assist working
women with alcohol and drug problems.
Each segment is important. The Peer
Assistance Program might be the most
difficult to implement but may prove to
be the most beneficial asset to the EAP.
EAPs may want to pick various ele-
ments from these recommendations
which will fit best into their particular
work places. It might be that introduc-
ing one of these at a time in a three-
phased plan would be most acceptable
and most practical. I see the three facets
as interrelated and integral to the
major goal, enhancing the EAP to be
sensitive to women with chemical
dependency. ■

Betty Reddy, SCAC, CEAP, has been on the pro%ssional
sfa// of Parkside Lutheran Hospital, Park Ridge, lll., for 21
years.

Human Affairs
International, Inc.
World's largest provider of Comprehens-
ive EAPs and Managed Care Programs

(800) 624-6185

Circle 54 on card.

COUNSEWNC
ASSOCIATES, (NG

Your comprehensive
clinical service
center in Michigan.

26699 W. 12 Mile Road
Suite 100
Southfield, Michigan 48034
313/353-5030

"An Affiliate Provider for National EAP
Firms"

Sidney N. Crossberg, PI~.D..
Exec~dive Director

Circle 55 on card.

CLASSIFIEDS

ACT IN TV COMMERCIALS
HIGH PAY

NO EXPERIENCE .ALL AGES
KIDS, TEENS, YOUNG ADULTS,
FAMILIES, MATURE PEOPLE,
ANIMALS, ETC. CALL NOW!

CHARM STUDIOS
1-800-837-1700 EXT. 8534

Drug Bests: Counter Productive?
Managers, Get the Facts Government Omits

'I~chnical, Legal, Social
& "Beat-the-'I~st" Answers

Over 300 pages — Satisfaction Guaranteed
$19, 95 +Shipping. 1b order: 1-800-284-6167

Circle 16 on card.
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The new government dreg testing regulations.. .

OCHE BIOMEDICAL WILL HELP YOU
ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE!

`~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~` Roche means ...ACCURACY in drug testing
~° 

'sire

through accreditation by The National Institute on
Drug Abuse (NIDA)

w ~3 ~~~

Roche means...CONFIDENCE through chin-of-
custodyand ECONOMY of specimen collection at
over 200 RBL offices. In addition, Roche can arrange
ON SITE collections.

M~'~~ °~~~ F~oche means...CONVENIENCE through a Courier

~~ a.ov~ Network of 1,200 persons and PERSONAL
~~~~~ ATTENTION of 350 Field Representatives.
~c~fy

~~,#

Roche means ...DATA HANDLING and
REPORTING with monthly testing summary reports
as well as programs for your personal computer.

,~~., i(~'~, ~II~'I'''~""' Roche means ... a TOTAL PROGRAM with drug
'~ education for supervisors, managers and employees,

~f as well as links with many of the leading consultantss ~~
,`~~~ ~ b~~ and organizations in the field.

Roche Biomedical Laboratories
a subsidiary of Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.

340 Kingsland Street
Nutley, New Jersey 07110
1-800 678 4334 Circle 4 on card.



Fountain Centers
treat adolescents
like adolescents.
While many chemical dependency treatment

programs do a fine job of meeting the needs of adult
patients, few address the more specialized needs of
adolescents. That's why we say that Fountain
Centers treat chemically dependent adolescents like
adolescents, not lil~e adults.
Based on the 12-step principles of Alcoholics

Anonymous and Narcotics Anonymous, Fountain
Centers' professional physicians, .psychologists,
nurses, counselors, teachers and therapists makeup
our proven multi-disciplinary team approach to
adolescent recovery. Their caring and expertise help
young adults understand and deal with the complex
issues of chemical dependency as well as the many
crises and values-system development issues typical
of the teenage years.
Granted, adolescents aren't children anymore.

But they're not adults, either. And even though they
may want to be treated more like adults in everyday
life, when it comes to providing the best available

chemical dependency,,, care, adolescents
need to be treated like

~ 11~ ~....: __ ~.. adolescents.

----~—~ - ~-..... 
Every ,

Fountain Center meets the
requirements of the Joint Commission on Accreditation o/Healthcare
Organizations and/or licensing requirements v/ its home. slate. In
addition, Fountain Centers treutnze~~1 programs meet the
requirements of most major health insa~runce plums.

Dr. Jodi Jacobson Frey

University of Maryland
410-706-3607

Circle 42 on card.


